A     LONDON     YEAR
Light clouds wheel over the Round Pond. A
fresh wind whips the waters into a little running
gale.
The maze of trees towards Hyde Park shows
slight shimmerings of sharp green. One by one
and here and there, three or four in a group, the
trees are brought to life at the call of Spring. On
the grass at the back hundreds of chairs—ah, sure
and certain sign !—are placed, leaning together
two by two, as if invisible lovers are tilting them as
they embrace regardless of the law of gravity. Such
a comedy in chairs ! Here two are not leaning
like the others : they are back to back. A quarrel ?
Over there three chairs, very correct and stiff, are
placed together. That triangle again. . . .
Children pass ; fat, pink children, their small
legs at last free from fluffy woollen overalls. They
love to run and wave their arms and feel grass
beneath their feet. In a small paddock-like enclosure
near Kensington Palace a thousand daffodils, like
the spears of Oberon's army, leap in golden glory
from the turf. . . .
Ah, it is good to be in London on an April morn-
ing, with life in the air, the sun coming in bursts,
and the great clouds sailing at top speed, big cotton-
wool clouds with golden undersides.
You will go down to the city. See Spring come
marching into London Town, her green banners
high.
In the Temple sparrows are chattering. Almost
white buds shine on the trees. From the fountain
in Fountain Court springs a thin jet of water, and
beside the fountain is surely the first American
girl to bring a guide-book to the Temple this year.
She wears a plaid coat with a trimming of lambs'
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